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Play Ducats
Go On Sale
Tickets for the last major
University Theatre production, "My Three Angels," will
be on sale starting Monday,
May 9, from 10:30 a.m. to
noon, and 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Gate Theatre box office.
P. Lee Miesle, assistant professor of speech, will direct the play,
which will run Thursday through
Saturday of next week. "My Three
Angels" was written by Sam and
Bella Spewack, based on "La Cuisine des Anges" by Albert Husson.
The comedy centers about the
antics of three convicts—Alfred
(Douglas Eggleston), Jules (Robert Smith), and Joseph (Vince
Tampio)—who try to be angels
to the Ducotel family.
Felix Ducotel (Fred Ashley), a
kind-hearted shopkeeper in French
Guiana, is on the verge of bankruptcy. His wife, Emilie, (Winifred Hartzel!) is worried about
their daughter. Marie Louise,
(Carol Jo Byres).
Marie Louise is in love with
Paul (Frank Toth). but his uncle,
Henri Trochard (Richard Moss)
refuses to let Paul speak to her.
The three convicts do their best
to straighten out the mixed-up
situation.
Other characters in the play
are Mme. Parole (Sarah Police)
and the Lieutenant (Ron Centers).

lourna lists PI an
Annual Banquet
The University Publications
Committee has announced committees for its fifteenth annual
publications banquet May 17, announced Dean Benjamin L. Pierce,
chairman of the committee.
Chairmen of the committees,
chosen from the organization's
members are Brad Greenberg, invitations; Lois Diehl, banquet;
Prof. H. Glendon Steele, program;
Prof. Robert A. StcfTes, ways and
means; and Donald C. Peterson,
awards.
The committees are completed
by student members serving on
more than one committee. These
are: Patricia Vietmeier, Janice
Kelly, Gerald Murray, and Miss
Diehl.
Participation in the banquet is
by invitation, including those who
worked on The Key, The B-G
News, the Directory, and the
Freshman Handbook.

Chariot Parade
Starrs At 12:30
Th» Kappa Stqma Chariot Bac*
Parad* win form at 12:15 p-m., tomorrow, bohind UM Kappa Sigma
houM at Fratornl'.y Bow. Tho paradt
Is Khodulod to start at 12:30. Tho
raco wU start immediately following ih« parodo at tho Flno Arm lot
Vonas win bo announced and
to raco starts.

District HS Tests
Here Tomorrow
The final District-State Scholarship Test for high school and junior high school students in the
Bowling Green District will be
held Saturday, according to Wayne
S. Huffman, associate professor of
history, chairman of the Bowling
Green District.
Each of the schools in the 11
counties of this district is sending students who satisfactorily
completed the preliminary Scholarship Test held last March. In the
final Scholarship Test each student
is permitted to take only one
subject-test.
Mr. Huffman is chairman of the
six-man University advisory board.
The members are Dr. Frank C.
Arnold, associate professor of
psychology; Ralph H. Geer, assistant professor of education; T.yle
R. Fletcher, assistant professor of
geography; Dr. Winifred J. Conaway, assistant professor of education; Dr. Carl W. Hallherg, assistant professor of biology; and
Alice Schocke. assistant professor
of home economics.
Approximately 300 persons will
assist in the test at the University, said Mr. Huffman.
Kara** Attend. Meeting
Dr. Lowry B. Karnes, chairman
of the geography department,
will be in Mansfield Saturday attending the annual meeting of
the Ohio Council of Geography
Teachers.

Goldinger
Named As
Top Solon
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Participants In Group Leadership Oberlin, Ohio State And BG Tie In
Summer Workshop Gain Credits Triangular Novice Debate Meet
Students participating: in the Summer Workshop in Group
Leadership in Cleveland may receive two hours of credit from
the University if they are selected for the program. Applications must be made through Dr. Frank F. Miles, assistant
professor of sociology.
The course runs June 27 through Aug. 13, and enrollment
is limited to six students selected
according to interest and personality factors regardless of field of
study, Dr.
siuuy,
IT. Miles
mues stated.
MUICU. An
nn honnony^.
.■
—,
•
orarium is paid to persons acceptUlSl TIDU lG L.0DI6S
cd, sufficient to pay for room and
r_
(
hoard if they do not live at home. TflflflV Prif P Ztlf"
UUU
,WC
Combines Study And Field Work
'' '
*-V/W
The course consists of 40 hours
Kyas, campus literary magazine,
of study and 168 hours of field is on sale today in the Well. The
work training in group leadership. edition will cost 20 cents instead
Those selected will spend throe of tho 35 cents charged in prevweeks in a settlement house where ious years. Eyas staff members
they will arrange recreation pro- and contributors will also distrigrams and deal with personality, bute copies to all dormitories, franeighborhood, and educational pro- ternity, and sorority houses.
blems of people in a slum aren.
and stenciling
They will also spend three weeks by "Mimeographing
the staff made the lower prn
price
in a day camp dealing with person- possible." *Uted Dr. Richard ('.
ality problems of children through Carpenter, adviser for the publigroup work techniques, a phase cation.
emphasizing the training of loaders
A story titled "Curfew," by
for leadership in the program.
Other universities giving credit Peg Anderson, one by Rodney L.
I'arshall
called "Young Pollux,"
for the course include Cornell,
Marietta, and the University of a sketch by Betty Jo Ackerman entitled "Pandemonium," and a
Michigan.
poem by Cleburne L. Quinn called
Gives Iniight To Slum Problem
"The course is recommended for "Solipsism," arc among the feapersons interested in social work, ture contributions this year.
Dr. Carpenter said, "The publicounseling and guidance, clinical
psychology, group work, recrea- cation is a product of lots of willtion, and speech and hearing ther- ing hands, and that the staff feels
apy. There are also other oppor- that there is as good a selection of
tunities in camp counseling and stories as any previous issue."
Anyone may get a magazine
work projects in various parts of
the country and overseas for the by addressing a postcard to Eyas,
summer. However, most of the English department. A copy will
programs pay low salaries," he be delivered by a member of the
staff.
said.

Eyas Salesmen To

Scholars Initiate
8 New Members
Initiation of new members highlighted the fortieth anniversary
banquet of Book and Motor,
scholarship honor society, at tho
Charles Restaurant last evening.
Book and Motor is the oldest campus organization.
Mew members are Louise Clapp,
Daniel Duricy, Miriam llortin,
Gerald Jacobs, Douglas MacLennan,
Marilynn
Nicholas, John
Theobald, and Jeanine Wenrick.
Dr. Harrison Oriens. professor
of English from University of Toledo, was the main speaker at tho
banquet.
Officers of Hook and Motor are
Andrew Ogg. president; Russell
Hall, vice-president; Brad Greenberg, secretary; and Dr. Walter
A. Zaugg, treasurer.

Bickham, Lazas, Head
Arnold Air Society
Election of new officers was
held by the Arnold Air Society
April 27 in 33, Chemistry Hldg.,
according to Richard Thomas,
commander.
The now officers are: Halbert
A. Bickham, commander; Thadilous Lazas, executive officer; William Gibson, operations officer;
William Newnham. secretary-treasurer; Jack F. Moffat, adjutant
recorder.

Harvard Grad School
Admits Eugene Harms
Eugene H. Harms has been admitted to the Harvard University
(Imduate School of Business Administration, in the class entering
in September. He will be a candidate for the degree of Master in
Business Administration.

The triangular debate meet, held in the Gate Theatre
Saturday, for beginning debators from Oberlin College, Ohio
State University, and two teams from the University, saw
all teams finish with as many wins as losses.
The University's two teams won two rounds each while
dropping two rounds. However, the teams from Oberlin and

Positions Open On
7955-56 B-G News
Positions on tho 1955 W B-G Nsws
staff aro available. Applications may
bo received from tho lournallsm dopartmonl iecreiary and should bo
roturaod to hor whon flUod out.
Studenti need not bo Journalism
majors or minors to work on tho
nowspapor. Positions aro open on
tho society, sports, and general
nows staffs. Deadline Is May 17.

Mrf)nn,J(J Tn Prpcpnf
IVICUQnaHJ IO rreSent

Key Royalty, S/CS/Q
Keys Ready Tuesday
President Ralph W. McDonald
will present the 1955 Key King
and Queen and Senior Sic Sic
members at -I p.m. Tuesday, May
10, in the Main Auditorium, Pat
Vietmeier, editor of The Key, has
announced.
Following the presentation, distribution of The Key to the student body will begin in the Lab
School Gym. Mary Humphries,
business manager of The Key, said
that students should bring their
ac card and fifteen cents for sales
tax to pick up their copy of the
hook.
Distribution will continue until
10:30 p.m. Tuesday evening. After
Tuesday, copies of the Key may be
obtained in the Key office.

Sonata By Kennedy
Played In Recital
A sonata for piano and violin
written by Dr. James P. Kennedy,
pianist, was presented by Prof.
William Alexander, violinist, and
Dr. Kennedy in their joint recital
Thursday evening, in the Practical Arts auditorium. Completed
this year, the sonata is written in
the Romantic style. The music is
light, a gallery composition.
J. S. Bach's "Sonata in A Major" opened the program. Written
by the most famous example of
Baroque music, the composition
was bright and glittering. Following intermission the professors
ended the program with Cesar
Franck's "Sonata in A Major."

Carpenter Lists Changes

in Two English Counm University Faculty Members
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, professor of English stated that next
year the English 307 story writing course and the 308 verse writing course will bo changed to
English 307 and 308 writer's
workshop.
Next semester, students may
write prose or poetry either term.
The change has been made to give
the students a better chance to
write the way they prefer.
Last semester, Sue Openlander's
story. "Grandma's Family Bible."
was printed in the Apostolate Magazine. Dr. Carpenter said that
several student poems this term
are worthy of publication.

To Receive Doctorates June 15

Awards Made At
Speech Banquet
The University speech department held its own "Honors Day"
program at an annual banquet
Saturday evening in the Commons.
Seventeen students were recognized for outstanding work in
speech department activities.
Seniors Terry Schon and Vincent Tampio received the Theta
Alpha Phi dramatics recognition
society award for outstanding
contribution to the University
theatre. Their names will be inscribed on a plaque which hangs
in Gate Theatre.
For four years of service to
the theatre, Margaret Stevens,
Noel Greenhill, Betty Nichols, and
Maxine Brown received recognition.
Conloy. fasten Outstanding Debaters
Earnest (Bud) Weckesser was
chosen the outstanding senior debater. Deloris Lehman Conley was
the outstanding woman debater
and Roger Kasten the outstanding
man debater. The three are members of Pi Kappa Delta, recognition society in forensics.
Jim Rodgers was the best actor
and Phyllis O'Reilly best actress
in Workshop Players. Players
awards were given also to Don
Tyree and Faith Lilly for their
outstanding contributions to the
Players and the theatre.
Speech And Hearing Honors
Eugene Winters and Patricia
dimes Grover were designated
the outstanding members of Sigma
Alpha Eta, recognition society in
speech and hearing therapy.
Rho Sigma Mu, recognition society in radio, gave recognition
to Donald Blake and William
Smith. They were elected to membership this year.

Bryan, Greenberg
Head Delta Sigma
Richard Bryan was elected president of Delta Sigma, recognition society for men in journalism,
Wednesday evening, announced
past president Stan Richmond.
Bryan is a junior majoring in public relations in journalism.
Other officers elected are Brad
Greenberg, vice-president; Robert
I.auor, treasurer; and Evan tithammer, secretary. At the same
meeting Ralph Wells, James Gordon, and Evan Urhammer were initiated into the organization.

Ohio State had one more win and
one more loss and finished tho day
with three wins and as many losses.
The University's first team lost
two in the first round, while in
the second round both the affirmative teams won their matches. The
first team was composed of Conette Nofzinger and Larry K.
Gardner, affirmative, and Kenn
Hileman and Barbara M. Eyre on
the negative side of the topic, "Resolved That the United States
Should Extend Diplomatic Recognition to the Communist Government of China."
The second team from the University consisted of Shirley Ann
Klotz, Phylis O'Reilly, and Shirley
A. Merritt, affirmative, and Donald
W. Tyree, and Sheldon Sadugor,
negative. The affirmative debaters
won both the first and second
rounds while the negative lost both
of their rounds.
This triangular meet was held
for students who had no or little
previous experience in debating.
It was intended to give them practice so they can debate for the
varsity next year.

Students To Make
Key Appointments

Uiilr»r«lty faculty members. Samuel M. Copper, left and Ralph H. Geer.
center, will receive the degree of doctor of education at Western Beeerre University commencement exercises Wednesday. June 15. About to place the cap
an her father's head Is Connie Geer who will be graduated with honors from
Bowling Green Senior High School Friday, Jane 3.
Connie Is also editor of the high school yearbook. Her father Is director of
admissions. Mr. Cooper Is chairman of the department of health and physical
education.

Jean Goldinger, a sophomore, was named outstanding
student senator of the year at
the annual Student Senate
banquet held Monday, May 2
at The Charles Restaurant.
Miss Goldinger was re-elected
to a Senate post in the recent
all-campus election.
The award, a certificate of merit
and a five dollar check, was presented to Miss Goldinger by Carol
Payne, Sonato president. Miss
Goldinger has been active on the
spirit committee, and other Senate
functions throughout the year.
She was selected by the Senate
executive committee.
Miss Payne
announced that
nt the next Senate mooting
Monday, May 9,
officers for next
year would be
elected by tho
new senators
and the six ex
offioio members,
tho presidents
of Cap and
GOLDINGER
Gown, Omicron
Delta Kappa, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council, Association of Women Students, and
Book and Motor.
Guests at the banquet included
Mrs. Ralph W. McDonald, Dr.
Lloyd A. Holms, Stuart Givens,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, Dr.
Russell Decker, present senators
and senators olect, Student Court
members, and chairmen of several
Senate committees.

Hospital Visiting
Hours Changed
In celebration of National Hospital Week Sunday, May 8,
through Saturday, May 14, visiting hours for persons wishing to
sco patients at Johnston Hospital
will be from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
daily, announced Mrs. Jane D.
Igou, Johnston Ifospital Administrator.
May Extend Hours
The extended visiting hours
will be during National Hospital
Week only. Mrs. Igou indicated
that there was some possibility
that it may be possible in the future to permanently extend the
hours. "The results obtained by
extending the hours for next week
will have a groat deal to do with
the future program of the University Health Service in opening the
hospital to visitors," Mrs. Igou
said.
Many students are not awaro
of the significance of National
Hospital Week, continued Mrs.
Igou. Hospitals all over tho nation are celebrating this event
next week. The purpose is to focus attention on the hospital's long
established tradition of community
service. It has been over 300 years
since the first hospital was established in the United States. Tho
list has grown to 7,000 hospitals,
and since that time American hospitals have offered their communities the best in health care.
Patient's Stay Shortened
Just 20 years ago the average
patient spent 14 days in the hospital. Today, because of modern
hospital care, the expert use of
drugs, and the highly developed
techniques of diagnosis and treatment, the average patient spends
only nine days in the hospital.
American hospitals stand on their
record of good health care whenever illness strikes.
"Johnston Hospital is proud to
be a member of the American Hospital Association," Mrs.
Igou
stated. "Throughout the past year
we have done our best to provide
effectient and competent medical
care to Bowling Green students.
We feel that we have been successful, and we will continue to
provide complete and efficient
medical care to students in the
future. It is with this in mind that
we sincerely invite our students
to visit Johnston Hospital throughout the coming week."

Students who are sophomores
and juniors now should make appointments at the Key office, 119
Administration Bldg. to have their
Swedish Play Featured
junior and senior class portraits
In Next UCF Program
taken for next year's Key.
The meaning and significance
The office is open Monday to
of life and death will be portrayed
Friday from 2 to 4:30 p.m. A fee in a play at United Christian Felof one dollar per person must be lowship's Sunday evening program
paid when the appointment is at 6 p.m., May 8 in Studio B of
the Practical Arts Bldg.
made.

WSA To Hear Profs
Discuss Differences
Dr. Dorothy McCuskey, profes>or of education, and Dr. Bertil
Simn, profeuor of foreign languages, will discuss the difference between the European and American methods of education at 7
p.m. tomorrow, 303 Administration
Bid*.
The speakers will re-examine the
values placed upon education in
the United States and abroad and
will trace the effect of the different
educational systems on social progress and the development of democracy.
The discussion, sponsored by the
World Students Association, will
be followed by a question and answer period.

Home Ec Convention
Features Tour, Dinner
Twenty-six home economics students attended the Ohio home economics convention Friday, April
22 in Toledo.
Friday afternoon the students
toured
the
Libby-Owens Glass
Co. and the kitchenB of the Commodore Perry hotel. That afternoon there was a college club meeting of representatives from all
over Ohio.
An international buffet dinner
was the feature of the evening.
Foods from different countries
were served. Table center pieces
were foreign dolls. For entertainment there were dancers representing various countries.
Saturday the group attended
meetings and visited companies to
see exhibits. Wcstlnghouse, International Harvester, Singer Sewing
Machine, and White Sewing Machine were some of the companies
toured.

Sommer Gives Second
Of UCF Chapel Series
"Christ—The Lord," the second
topic in the series, "The Significance of Christ," will be presented in Prout Chapel tomorrow
afternoon at 4 p.m.
Messages in the series nre being delivered by Otto Sommer.
assistant director of United Christian Fellowship.
Lois Kadomsky will be student
leader for the service. Marianne
Illenbcrger is to be soloist.
IBM AGENT TO SPEAK
C. ('. (Jump, sales representative for International Business
Machines, will speak before the
Howling (ireen Marketing Association at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, May
6, at the Delta Tau Delta house.
All persons interested in the field
of marketing and new members
will be welcome according to Don
Hlninc, president.

Classifieds
WANTED 1MMKUIATKLY: Woman
!• train aa teletype operator. T>plna
■ peed of SO word* required. Apply Hentlnel-Trlbunr.
ROOMRi For BDinroer seBilon and
fall eeraeoter. One single and two doubt* room* with bath for women otudento. 1'rlrato enlraaee and rooming
privilege*. One bloeh from Vnltrralt)
nmpui. Ml 8. College Drive, phone
MM after 4 SO p.m.

_

ACAOEFOR

Shertoek Hdmeal
No Mi to Ml ea SHERLOCK
HOLMES
<w*M paaaw to gal win

Greek Roundup

Chi 0, Alpha Phi Initiate Pledges;
Alpha Xi, Gamma Phi Hold Dances
Alpha Phi and Chi Omega pledges went active over the'
week end. ChiO pledges spent the week searching for their
clues that told them the time they would be initiated and the
initiation ceremonies were held Friday night and Saturday.
The initiates were given an after-hours party by the juniors
Saturday night. A Spring Banquet will be held May 18 to
honor the seniors, the new initi- day. The (iamma Phi pledges gave
ates and the outstanding pledge, a surprise treasure hunt for the
Carolyn Borst.
Alpha Phi initiated its pledges
Sunday morning. Their initiation
banquet was held at the Woman's
Club
Sunday
afternoon.
Jean
Enoch, the outstanding pledge, was
presented with a rotating trophy.
Dane*"
Alpha Xi Delta held it.- annual
"Rose Dance" at the Fine Arts
Gallery Saturday. At intermission,
the Xi'a honored the pinned senior girls and their dates. As their
names were called, the pinned couples walked through a rose arbor,
and the girl presented a rose to
her date. The band then played a
special number while the senior
couples danced.
"ROB*

Gamma Phi Beta held its closed
formal at the Fine Arts gallery
Friday, April 211. The theme of
the dance, "April Showers," was
followed when a quartet sang the
theme song at intermission.
Sigma Nu Elect.
Sigma Nu elected Don Getter
commander when they held elections recently. Other officers are
Paul Atkinson, Lieutenant Commander; Lowell Fowler, recorder;
Carter Iladley, treasurer; Dick
King,
reporter;
Jack
Varady,
sontinel; Ray Preston, marshal!;
Jay Hall, steward; Hill Caplick,
parlimentarian; Bob Salbcrg, alumni contact officer; Al Reed, historian; and Manny Kallos, chaplain.
The Phi Mu pledge class held a
coffee hour for the alums April
28. Afler entertainment by the
pledges, coffee and doughnuts were
served. The Phi Mu pledge class
recently
elected
new
officers.
Nancy Mainr. was chosen president; Carol Abramoska, vice-president; Maltha Wanamaker, secretary-treasurer; Mary Traill. social
chairman; and Nancy Abramoska,
song leader.
Alum Breakfast
Alpha Phi held its annual alum
breakfast at the Commons Sunday, April 24. Many alums went
back to the house for coffee, and
Lois Rndomsky was presented with
a bracelet for the outstanding Alpha Phi senior.

actives Tuesday, April 26. The
actives followed clues to Urschel
Pond where a weiner roast took
place. The (iamma Phi pledges
also gave a tea for their big sisters Sunday.
The Alpha Xi actives were put
through pledge duties on turnabout day. The day began with a
breakfast for all members at the
house.
Slq Epa Serenade
Sigma Phi Epsilon serenaded
Sandy Travel- anil Dick Humphrey,
Tuesday, April 2fi.
Wednesday the Sig Eps and Alpha Gamma Delta, and Gamma
Phi and Thetn Chi held exchange
dinners. Phi Mu and Delta Upsilon exchanged on Thursday.
Sigma Chi was active giving
serenades this week. Tuesday they
serenaded Roberta Moore, their
sweetheart. Friday they held serenades for two girls from out of
town who are pinn"il to men in the
chapter. The two girls, Joan Csonl
and Joanne Michel, were on campus for the week end.
Canaster Party
The DU, Phi Tau, and Alpha (hi
Omega pledge classes held a gangster party at the Phi Tau house
Friday. The Sig rips and Alpha
Gams had a picnic at City Park
the same day. Kappa Delta was
hostess to Zeta Beta Tau at a
Track Meet party Friday. Also on
Friday. Phi Mu entertained Pi
Kappa Alpha at an I've Got a
Secret party.

KDPi Election Held
At Annual Banquet

DOIRV QUEEN

"gutter T-fecan
SUNDAI
IN THE DAIRY QUEEN
LINE-UP AT

TUESDAY

Seventeen new members were
initiated into Kappa Delta Pi.
honorary society in education, at
its initiation banquet Wednesday,
April 27 at the Charles Restaurant.
Those initiated were Marcia
Beach,
Arthur
Bender, James
Blank, Mary Lou Bowman, Nancy
Campbell, David Dawson, Raymond Lawrence, Carol Lee, Barbara Luke, Sue Marsteller, Mrs.
Inez Pingle, Joan Reed, Cathrine
Reinemeyer, Kenneth Shoemaker.
E I d o n Nonnamaker, LuAnne
Thompson, Esther Walendiiak.
The new officers are Robert
Fitch, president;
Russell
Hall,
vice-president; Shirley Brechmacher, recording secreary; Frances
Isch, corresponding secretary; Dr.
Charles Young, professor of education, treasurer; Nancy Kinney.
historian; Dr. Dorothy McCuskey,
professor of education, adviser;
and Dr. Florence Williamson, pro.
fessor of education, counselor.
Miss Zola Jacobs, su per intendant of schools in Findlay, was the
guest speaker.
Her topic was
"Listen With The Heart."

APhiO Elects Officers
On Monday evening April 25,
Alpha Phi Omega held its elections (.f officers for next fall in
the Alpha Phi Omega lounjje in
R-8. Theme elected were: Gene
Pettit, president; Harrison Chappell, first vice-president; Bob Salberg, second vice-president; Jerry
Hissong, secretary; Jim Stein,
treasurer; Al Moebus, historian;
Don Browder, sergeant-at-arms;
and Konald Shoemaker, alumni
secretary.

Canterbury Club, Prout Chapel,
7-8 a.m.
Baseball, Toledo vs. BG, I p.m.
WEDNESDAY
UCF, Prout Chapel, -l-ft p.m.
Cygnets, Natatorium. 6:30-8:30
p.m.
Delta Phi Delta, Fine Arts And..
C:M p.m.
Gamma Theta Upsilon, 302 Library, 7 p.m.
Phi Sigma Mu, Studio B, P.A.
Hldg.. 7-8 p.m.
Quill Type, Studio B, P.A. Bldg.,
x-H p.m.
Beta Beta Beta, 300 Moseley
Hall, 7 p.m.
Theology Study Club, Newman
Hall. 7:30 p.m.
Pre-Law Club, 11 Gate Theatre.
7:30 p.m.
World Students, 303 Ad. Bldg..
7 p.m.
FTA. Rec Hall. 7-9 p.m.
Art Guild, Fin* Arts Gallery.
7 p.m.
THURSDAY
Bridge Club. Lab School Gym,
7-10 p.m.
Book and Coffee Hour, Rec
Hall, 4-5:15 p.m.
Christian Science, Prout Chapel, 7-7:30 p.m.
Book and Motor Society, Charles
Restaurant, fi p.m.

Five Students Initiated
Into History Honorary
Stanley Ku'ler. Richard Palmer.
Barbara

Dean,

Patricia

SIGMA TAU HOLDS ELECTION
Sigma Tau Delta officers elected
for next semester are Rodney L.
Parshall, president; Marilyn Ray,
vice-president; Marilyn J. King,
treasurer; Sally Jean Moran, secretary.

Economics Society
Elects New Officers
LuAnne Thompson was elected
president of Phi Upsilon Omicron,
home economics national recognition society, Wednesday, April 27
at a meeting in the home economics laboratory.
Others serving on the cabinet
will be Anne DuPuy, vice-president; Betty Goller, recording secretary' ; Sharon Camp, c o r r esponding secretary; Edith Ford,
treasurer; Janet Barto, chaplain;
Alice House, librarian; and Joy
Bush, publicity editor.
The newly elected officers will
be Installed Thursday evening,
May 12.

"LAZELZW*
Now Playing

*■"*■

GREGORY PECK in
Mark Twain's

"Man With a
Million"

'"Color

Starts Thur

"Battle Taxi"

'The Story of The Air Rescue'
ALSO
HP

Took Tioublr in S'-.tl.
Itioi Sfyfr1

GLENN FORD

Czajka.

into the Gamma Upsilon chapter
of Phi Alpha Theta, honorary society

in

history,

Sunday

in

the

Friday night, the members of
the Bowling Green chapter held a
joint meeting with the Toledo University chapter. A member of the
Toledo U. chapter spoke on the
experiences she had as an exchange student in Great Britain.

Coming
"BATTLE CRY"
•The COUNTRY GIRL*
"THE BRIDGES AT
TOKO - RI"

LUCKY DAY! MORI LUCKY 0R00D1ES!
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see bottom paragraph.

Many pledges were busy over
the week end. The Delta Zeta
pledges gave a surprise breakfast
for the actives at B:.'(0 a.m. Satur-

Did You Know?
Bowling Green's
Finest Dry
Cleaner is Right
at your Doorstep.

Bring Your Dry
Cleaning to

segalls

STUDENTS I

EARN *25!

Across from Gate
Theater

• OY WHO HAD P1VI 1AUOONI

WHO*

Martha L. Mednick
Northwestern University

TVOIM

rvaMTuai

Williams
Htndrix College

ONLY $1.00
All garments cleaned and
returned ready for use at
our regular Dry Cleaning
prices.

STORE NOW —
PAY IN FALL

DALMATIAN Al HBt (Y tUA
AfftOACMN* rot lAHBIlie
Eugene B. Doggett
Yale University

Robert MM
•Veil Virginia University

Lucky DroorlUs* are pouring inl Whw are yours?
Wa pay $26 for all wa oat,
and for many we don't use.
So, send every original
Droodle in your noodle,
witli itadescriptivs tiUa, to:
Lucky Droodia. P. O. Boa
67. New York 46, N. Y.
•naoorsas. c«»rn«M IMS

YOU OIT MOM deep-down smoking enjoyment from Luckies
than any other brand. The reason, plain and simple, is that
Luckies taste better. They taste better, first of all, because
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then that tobacco is
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"—the famous Lucky
Strike process—tones up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco
to make it taste even better .. . cleaner, fresher, smoother.
You'll enjoy the Droodle above, too; it's titled: Three on a
match—Luckies, of course. Whenever smokers put their
heads together, they agree you can't match a Lucky for flavor.
Come light-up time, enjoy a better-tasting Lucky yourself!

One block west of campus on
East Wooster
• A I. Co.

aaoDDCT or,

™-

STERLING HAYDEN

and David Grodhaus were initiated

Fine Arts Gallery.

UNDERCLASSMEN...
Store your clothes now.
Why carry all your
clothes home, we will
store all you can cram
into one of our LARGE
STORAGE BOXES ..
• ■•it. muni IMM •■M- M..i.'-.«. ••.
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Play Ducats
Go On Sale
Tickets for the last major
University Theatre production, "My Three Angels," will
be on sale starting Monday,
May 9, from 10:S0 a.m. to
noon, and 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Gate Theatre box office.
F. Lee Miesle, assistant professor of speech, will direct the pl»y,
which will run Thursday through
Saturday of next week. "My Three
Angels" was written by Sam and
Bella Spewack, based on "La Cuisine des Anges" by Albert Husson.
The comedy centers about the
antics of three convict*—Alfred
(Douglas Eggleston), Jules (Robert Smith), and Joseph (Vince
Tampio)—who try to be angels
to the Ducotel family.
Felix Ducotel (Fred Ashley), a
kind-hearted shopkeeper in French
Guiana, is on the verge of bankruptcy. His wife, Emilie, (Winifred II art/ell) is worried about
their daughter, Marie Louise,
(Carol Jo Byres).
Marie Louise is in love with
Paul (Frank Toth), but his uncle.
Henri Trochard (Richard Moss)
refuses to let Paul speak to her.
The three convict* do their best
to straighten out the mixed-up
situation.
Other characters in the play
are Mme. Parole (Sarah Police)
and the Lieutenant (Ron Centers).

lourna lists PI an

Annual Banquet
The University Publications
Committee has announced committees for its fifteenth annual
publications banquet May 17, announced Dean Benjamin L. Pierce,
chairman of the committee.
Chairmen of the committees,
chosen from the organization's
members are Brad Greenberg, invitations; Lois Diehl, banquet;
Prof. H. Glendon Steete, program;
Prof. Robert A. Steffes, ways and
means; and Donald C. Peterson,
awards.
The committees are completed
by student members serving on
more than one committee. These
are: Patricia Vietmeier, Janice
Kelly, Gerald Murray, and Miss
Diehl.
Participation in the banquet is
by invitation, including those who
worked on The Key, The B-G
News, the Directory, and the
Freshman Handbook.

Chariot Parade
Starrs At 12:30
The Kappa Sigma Chariot Race
Parade wtn teem at 12:15 p.m.. tomorrow, behind the Kappa Sigma
bouse at Fraternity Row. The parade
is scheduled lo start at 12:30. The
race win •tart Immediately following the parade at the Fine Arts lot
Venus win be announced and
crowned betere the race starts.

District HS Tests
Here Tomorrow
The final District-State Scholarship Test for high school and junior high school students in the
Bowling Green District will be
held Saturday, according to Wayne
S. Huffman, associate professor of
history, chairman of the Bowling
Green District.
Each of the schools in the 11
counties of this district is sending students who satisfactorily
completed the preliminary Scholarship Test held last March. In the
final Scholarship Test each student
is permitted to take only one
subject-test.
Mr. Huffman is chairman of the
six-man University advisory board.
The members are Dr. Frank C.
Arnold, associate professor of
psychology; Ralph H. Geer, assistant professor of education; Lyle
R. Fletcher, assistant professor of
geography; Dr. Winifred J. Conaway, assistant professor of education; Dr. Carl W. Hollberg, assistant professor of biology; and
Alice Schocke. assistant professor
of home economics.
Approximately 300 persons will
assist in the test at the University, said Mr. Huffman.
Kara*. Attend. Mesa**
Dr. Lowry B. Karnes, chairman
of the geography department,
will be in Mansfield Saturday attending the annual meeting of
the Ohio Council of Geography
Teachers.

Goldinger
Named As
Top Solon
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Participants In Group Leadership Oberlin, Ohio State And BG Tie In
Summer Workshop Gain Credits Triangular Novice Debate Meet
Students participating in the Summer Workshop in Group
Leadership in Cleveland may receive two hours of credit from
the University if they are selected for the program. Applications must be made through Dr. Frank F. Miles, assistant
professor of sociology.
The course runs June 27 through Aug. 13, and enrollment
is limited to six students selected
according to interest and personality factors regardless of field of
study. Dr. Miles stated. An honorarium is paid to persons accepted, sufficient to pay for room and
hoard if they do not live at home.
Combines Study And Field Work
The course consists of 40 hours
Kyas, campus literary magazine,
of study and 168 hours of field
is on sale today in the Well. The
work training in group leadership. edition will cost 20 cents instead
Those selected will spend three of the 35 cents charged in prevweeks in a settlement house where ious years. Eyas stafi* members
they will arrange recreation pro- and contributors will also distrigrams and deal with personality, bute copies to all dormitories, franeighborhood, and educational pro- ternity, and sorority houses.
blems of people in a slum area.
"Mimeographing and stenciling
They will also spend three weeks by the staff made the lower price
in a day camp dealing with person- possible." stated Dr. Richard ('.
ality problems of children through Carpenter, adviser for the publigroup work techniques, a phase cation.
emphasizing the training of leaders
A story titled "Curfew," by
for leadership in the program.
Other universities giving credit Peg Anderson, one by Rodney L.
I'arshall
called "Young Pollux,"
for the course include Cornell,
Marietta, and the University of a sketch by Betty Jo Ackerman entitled "Pandemonium," and n
Michigan.
poem by Cleburne L. Quinn called
Gives Insight To Slum Problem
"The course is recommended for "Solipsism," arc among the feapersons interested in social work, ture contributions this year.
Dr. Carpenter said, "The publicounseling and guidance, clinical
psychology, group work, recrea- cation is a product of lots of willtion, and speech and henring ther- ing hands, mid that the staff feels
apy. There are also other oppor- that there is as good a selection of
tunities in camp counseling and stories as any previous issue."
Anyone may get a magazine
work projects in various parts of
the country and overseas for the by addressing a postcard to Eyas,
summer. However, most of the English department. A copy will
programs pay low salaries," he be delivered by a member of the
staff.
said.

Eyas Salesmen To
Distribute Copies
Today, Price 20c

Scholars Initiate
8 New Members
Initiation of new members hi.;..liKhted the fortieth anniversary
banquet of Book and Motor,
scholarship honor society, at the
Charles Restaurant last eveningBook and Motor is the oldest campus organization.
New members are Louise Clapp.
Daniel Duricy, Miriam Mortin,
Gerald Jacob*., Douglas MacLennan, Marilynn Nicholas, John
Theobald, and Jeaninc Wenrick.
Dr. Harrison Oriens, professor
of English from University of Toledo, was th? main speaker at the
banquet.
Officers of (took and Motor are
Andrew Ogg, president; Russell
Hall, vice-president; Brad Greenberg, secretary; and Dr. Walter
A. Zaugg, treasurer.

Bickham, Lazas, Head
Arnold Air Society
Election of new officers was
held by the Arnold Air Society
April 27 in S3, Chemistry Bldg.,
according to Richard Thomas,
commander.
The new officers are: Halbcrt
A. Bickham, commander; Thnddeus Lazas, executive officer; William Gibson, operations officer;
William Newnham. secretary-treasureT; Jack F. MofTat, adjutant
recorder.

Harvard Grad School
Admits Eugene Harms
Eugene H. Harms has been admitted to the Harvard University
Graduate School of Business Administration, in the class entering
in September. He will be a candidate for the degree of Master in
Business Administration.

The triangular debate meet, held in the Gate Theatre
Saturday, for beginning debators from Oberlin College, Ohio
State University, and two teams from the University, saw
all teams finish with as many wins as losses.
The University's two teams won two rounds each while
dropping two rounds. However, the teams from Oberlin and

Positions Open On
1955-56 B-G News
Poiiilom. on In* 19SS 56 B-G N«wt
stall at* ava.lab.D. Applications may
b» r*C«lv«d from th« iournallim d«partmtmi ■•cr«lary and should b*
returned to h»r when f.lUd out.
Students n—d not be Journalism
majors or minors lo work on the
newspaper. Positions are open on
the socieiy. sports, and aenoral
news staffs. Deadline b May 17.

McDonald To Present
Kt>V
f\try

RnVAltV
'sK'sIC
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Keys Ready Tuesday
President Ralph W. McDonald
will present the 1965 Key King
and Queen and Senior Sic Sic
members at -I p.m. Tuesday, May
10, in the Main Auditorium, Pat
Vietmeier, editor of The Key, has
announced.
Following the presentation, distribution of The Key to the student body will begin in the Lab
School Gym. Mary Humphries,
business manager of The Key, said
that students should bring their
ac card and fifteen cents for sales
tax to pick up their copy of the
book.
Distribution will continue until
10:30 p.m. Tuesday evening. After
Tuesday, copies of the Key may be
obtained in the Key office.

Sonata By Kennedy
Played In Recital
A sonata for piano and violin
written by Dr. James P. Kennedy,
pianist, was presented by Prof.
William Alexander, violinist, and
Dr. Kennedy in their joint recital
Thursday evening, in the Practical Arts auditorium. Completed
this year, the sonata is written in
the Romantic style. The music is
light, a gallery composition.
J. S. Bach's "Sonata in A Major" opened the program. Written
by the most famous example of
Baroque music, the composition
was bright and glittering. Following intermission the professors
ended the program with Cesar
Franck's "Sonata in A Major."

Carpenter Lists Changes

_ ™ fe'1? C(mm University Faculty Members
To Receive Doctorates June 15

fa r

Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, professor of English stated that next
year the English 307 story writing course and the 308 verse writing course will be changed to
English 307 and 308 writer's
workshop.
Next semester, students may
write prose or poetry either term.
The change has been made to give
the students a better chance to
write the way they prefer.
Last semester. Sue Openlander's
story, "Grandma's Family Bible,"
was printed in the Apostolate Magazine. Dr. Carpenter said that
several student poems this term
are worthy of publication.

Awards Made At
Speech Banquet
The University speech department held its own "Honors Day"
program at an annual banquet
Saturday evening in the Commons.
Seventeen students were recognized for outstanding work in
speech department activities.
Seniors Terry Schon and Vincent Tampio received the Theta
Alpha Phi dramatics recognition
society award for outstanding
contribution to the University
theatre. Their names will be inscribed on a plaque which hangs
in Gate Theatre.
For four years of service to
the theatre, Margaret Stevens,
Noel Greenhill, Betty Nichols, and
Maxine Brown received recognition.
Cooler. Kasten Outstanding Debaters
Earnest (Bud) Weckesscr was
chosen the outstanding senior debater. Deloris Lehman Conley was
the outstanding woman debater
and Roger Kasten the outstanding
man debater. The three are members of Pi Kappa Delta, recognition society in forenslcs.
Jim Rodgers was the best actor
and Phyllis O'Reilly best actress
in Workshop Players. Players
awards were given also to Don
Tyree and Faith Lilly for their
outstanding contributions to the
Players and the theatre.
Speech And Hearing Honors
Eugene Winters and Patricia
Cames Grover were designated
the outstanding members of Sigma
Alpha Eta, recognition society in
speech and hearing therapy.
Rho Sigma Mu, recognition society in radio, gave recognition
to Donald Blake and William
Smith. They were elected to membership this year.

Bryan, Greenberg
Head Delta Sigma
Richard Bryan was elected president of Delta Sigma, recognition society for men in journalism,
Wednesday evening, announced
past president Stan Richmond.
Bryan is a junior majoring in public relations in journalism.
Other officers elected are Brad
Greenberg, vice-president; Robert
Lauer, treasurer; and Evan Urhammer, secretary. At the same
meeting Ralph Wells, James Gordon, and Evan Urhammer were initiated into the organization.

Ohio State had one more win and
one more loss and finished the day
with three wins and as many losses.
The University's first team lost
two in the first round, while in
the second round both the affirmative teams won their matches. The
first team was composed of Conette Nofzinger and Larry K.
Gardner, affirmative, and Kenn
Hileman and Barbara M. Eyre on
the negative side of the topic, "Resolved That the United States
Should Extend Diplomatic Recognition to the Communist Government of China."
The second team from the University consisted of Shirley Ann
Klotz'pnylis O-ReuiyrandShirlcy
A. Merritt, affirmative, and Donald
W. Tyree. and Sheldon Sadugor,
negative. The affirmative debaters
won both the first and second
rounds while the negative lost both
of their rounds.
This triangular meet was held
for students who had no or little
previous experience in debating.
It was intended to give them practice so they can debate for the
varsity next year.

Students To Make
Key Appointments

University faculty members. Samuel M. Copper, left and Ralph H. Gee*,
center, will receive the degree of doctor of education at Western Reserve University- commencement «x«rcls«s Wednesday. June IS. About to place the cap
on her father's head Is Connie Geer who will be graduated with honors from
Bowling Green Senior High School Friday. Tune 3.
Connie is also editor of the high school yearbook. Her father Is director of
admissions. Mr. Cooper Is chairman of the department of health and physical
education.

Students who are sophomores
and juniors now should make appointments at the Key office, 119
Administration Bldg. to have their
junior and senior class portraits
taken for next year's Key.
The office is open Monday to
Friday from 2 to 4:30 p.m. A fee
of one dollar per person must be
paid when the appointment is
made.

Jean Goldinger, a sophomore, was named outstanding
student senator of the year at
the annual Student Senate
banquet held Monday, May 2
at The Charles Restaurant.
Miss Goldinger was re-elected
to a Senate post in the recent
all-campus election.
The award, a certificate of merit
and a five dollar check, was presented to Miss Goldinger by Carol
Payne, Senate president. Miss
Goldinger has been active on the
spirit committee, and other Senate
functions throughout the year.
She was selected by tho Senate
executive committee.
Miss Payne
announced that
ai the next Senate meeting
Monday, May 9,
officers for next
year would be
elected by the
new senators
and the six ex
officio members,
the presidents
of Cap and
GOLDINGER
Gown, Omicron
Delta Kappa, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council, Association of Women Students, and
Book and Motor.
Guests at the banquet included
Mrs. Ralph W. McDonald, Dr.
Lloyd A. Helms, Stuart Givens,
Mr. und Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, Dr.
Hussell Decker, present senators
and senators elect, Student Court
members, and chairmen of several
Senate committees.

Hospital Visiting
Hours Changed
In celebration of National Hospital Week Sunday, May 8,
through Saturday, May 14, visiting hours for persons wishing to
see patients at Johnston Hospital
will be from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
daily, announced Mrs. Jane D.
Igou, Johnston Hospitnl Administrator.
May Extend Hours
The extended visiting hours
will be during National Hospital
Week only. Mrs. Igou indicated
that there was some possibility
that it may be possible in the future to permanently extend the
hours. "The results obtained by
extending the hours for next week
will have a great deal to do with
the future program of the University Health Service in opening the
hospital to visitors," Mrs. Igou
said.
Many students are not aware
of the significance of National
Hospital Week, continued Mrs.
Igou. Hospitals all over tho nation are celebrating this event
next week. The purpose is to focus attention on the hospital's long
established tradition of community
service. It has been over 300 years
since the first hospital was established in the United States. The
list has grown to 7,000 hospitals,
and since that time American hospitals have offered their communities the best in health care.
Patient's Stay Shortened
Just 20 years ago the average
patient spent 14 days in the hospital. Today, because of modern
hospital care, the expert use of
drugs, and the highly developed
techniques of diagnosis and treatment, the average patient spends
only nine days in the hospital.
American hospitals stand on their
record of good health care whenever illness strikes.
"Johnston Hospital is proud to
bo a member of the American Hospital Association," Mrs. Igou
stated. "Throughout the past year
we have done our best to provide
effectient and competent medical
care to Bowling Green students.
We feel that we have been successful, and we will continue to
provide complete and efficient
medical care to students in the
future. It is with this in mind that
we sincerely Invite our students
to visit Johnston Hospital throughout the coming week."

Swedish Play Featured
In Next UCF Program
The meaning and significance
of life and death will be portrayed
in a play at United Christian Fellowship's Sunday evening program
at 6 p.m., May 8 in Studio B of
the Practical Arts Bldg.

In Our Opinion

File Thirteen

Another Dropped

Maryland Student Gets Ticket,
Case Settled In Photo Finish

The News business manager has informed us that the
financial difficulties are not at an end, and has advised that
another issue of the paper be dropped from the year's schedule.
With considerable consideration—even more apropos
to the superstitious—we have decided to eliminate the Friday,
May 13 issue.

By PATRICIA
A junior at the University of
Maryland literally ahot his way
nut of a traffic court recently.
The student had received a
ticket for illegal parkins'. Using
a box camera,
he took picture**
of the parking
lot s h o w i n g
i where he had

National Hospital Week
As a member of the American Hospital Association,
Johnston Hospital will join in the celebration of National
Hospital Week Sunday through Saturday.
To make a real celebration out of the affair, Administrator Mrs. Jane D. Igou has announced that visiting hours
will be from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., a good deal of extension over
the present visiting hours which usually conflict with class
schedules and meetings.
Mrs. Igou has indicated that the results of extended hours
next week may have bearing on future scheduling for visitors.
It would be advantageous to most of us if visitor's conduct
would be so admirable that the hours might be extended indefinately.

Stop, Look — Then Smoke
Smoking privileges were never extended beyond the first
floor hallway in the administration building except in the
offices at the discretion of the faculty.
By pleading innocence of the ruling, one after the other
of us have followed the example of smoking on the stairways
and in hallways up to the fourth floor. For such mistreatment
of the regulations, the aforementioned rule is now being
strictly enforced. So don't say that you're the one that's mistreated.
According to Chief of Police William Rohrs, smoking is
permitted in buildings only when a cigarette disposal is provided. In other words, look before you smoke.

Balogh Serves Time In Alcatraz
—Also Folsom, Chino— To Study
Dr. Joseph K. Hulogh, associate
professor of psychology, will observe mul study procedures in
three penal institutions in California this summer.
Dr. Balogh plans to visit Folsom State Penitentiary in Folsom,
Alcatraz Federal l'enitentiary on
Alcatraz Island and Chino State
Penitentiary
in
Chino, during
August
Specific areas which Dr. Halogh
will study include problems of
classification of inmates, of vocational rehabilitation, of the inservice training program for the
custodial staff, and of the psychiatric phases of rehabilitation.
Alcalras May Go
Folsom is a miximum security
prison for state offenders, and Alcatraz is a maximum security prison for the most serious federul
offenders. The federal government
considers Alcatraz too expensive
($14 per day to keep one inmate)
and will, in all probability, eventually do away with it, stated Dr.
Balogh.
Chino is a minimum security
prison for state offenders, and it
diffei from the other two in that
it has no walls, or bars on the
windows. It is the unique prison
of this type in the world. Dr.
Ualogh cited it as n future trend
in penal institutions.
QuasHons lUhabllatlon Program
In relation to the problem of
rehabilitation, he said, "In my
opinion, 1 doubt whether the present day institutions really do
any rehabilitation."
Dr. Balogh's area of concentration is criminolgy.

Exams Given 260
By Bus Ed Dept.
Approximately
260
students
took the National Business Entrance tests given in the Practical Arts Bldg. April 27 through
80, stated Elfreda M. Rusher, test
administrator.
The testa, given by the members
of Bowling Green's business education department, covered the
areas of general clerical skills,
shorthand and transcription, office machines, and typing. Alt of
the students took a general knowledge test and each chose two of
the area exams.
A committee made up of members of the National Managerial
Association and United Business
Education Association will score
the tests and send back the resulta In a few weeks. Both high
school and college norms will be
used in grading the test, stated
Miss Rusher.
On April 27 and 28, 100 Bowling Green students took the testa.
A certificate will be given to students who pass the tests. This
certificate may be used in applying for a job in clerical work, according to Kiss Rusher.

English Graduate
Assistants Named
Ronald O. Burnett, and Elizabeth Karen Brand will continue
as English department graduate
assistants next semester.
Marilyn Stubbe, a graduate of
la
Crossc
State
College, La
Crosse, Wis., who has been teaching public school this year, and
Marilyn I.undoll, a graduate of
Gustavas Adolphus,
St.
Peter.
Minn., have also been granted
English graduate
assistantships
for next semester.
Each graduate assistant will
teach a section of freshman English. Additional appointments will
be made before the end of the
school year.

WBGU Presents More
Newscasts This Year
More program time is being
given over to news on WBGU
this semester, with regular hourly
coverage. News headlines arc presented at 4 p.m., following the
sign-on. At 6 and 7 p.m. five
minute casts arc given.
A ten minute newscast is presented at fi p.m. A regulur newscast is given at 12 p.m. and at
12:55, a five-minute program of
news roundup for the past week
is given.
Farm news and market reports
can be heard at 12:15 p.m., Saturday with both national and state
coverage. One sportscast is presented each week day. A weekly
analysis program is presented at
8 p.m. Monday, which presents a
picture of special phases of national ami international news and
their significance.
Formerly, the entire daily news
coverage consisted of one tenminute cast at 6 p.m. each weekday and 12 p.m. Saturday.
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I'hotu lly Sheldon KuiM-li
Member, of tha Penning Rlflai Rifle Team are shown with Ih* trophy which
they won Saturday at TU. The team, paced by Ralph Wells, .cored 1.350 point.
oul of a possible 1.500 lo place first among four schools.

Pershing Rifles
Win First Place
At Toledo U. Meet
The ROTC Pershing Rifle team
won first place in s one-day invitational rifle and drill meet at
Toledo University Saturday, April
.10, announced Col. Thomas R. Malone

Jr.,

professor

of

military

science and tactics.
The competing schools were the
University of Michigan, the University of Detroit, Toledo University, and Bowling Green State
University.
The rifle team, led by cadet
Ralph Wells, scored 1,316 out of
a possible 1,600 points. Wells fired
260 out of .'tOO possible points.
Runner-up Toledo University
scored l.«74 potato.
The Pershing Rifle Company
left Thursday for a regimental
drill meet in Cincinnati. Fourteen
Colleges and universities will participato in the Second Army meet.
'

New Business Course To
Be Offered Next Term
"Business Problems of the Consumer" is the title of a new course
offered next fall by the business
education department. It will be
open to any student at Bowling
Green, according to Dr. Mearl R.
Guthrie, nssistant professor of
business education.
The course
pare students
factory life
needs, stated

will attempt to preto live a more satiswith their personal
Dr. Guthrie.

Financing of consumer's goods,
buying a house, borrowing money,
development of personal budgets,
use and care of consumer's goods,
wise use of leisure time, and sources of consumer information will
be some of the material the course
will cover.
Subject matter will be arranged
as near as possible to the needs of
tin1 students in various classes.
If the majority of the class is
from a large community, the subject will he approached from that
point of view, and vice versa, said
Dr. Guthrie.
Business Problems of the Consumer will be taught by Dr. Guthrie who taught the course in another college before coming to Bowling Green.

Speech Journal To Run
Article By Dr. Hyman
A dissertation concerning the
comparison of two different methods of speaking without a larynx
or vocal chords, by Dr. Melvin Hyman, assistant professor of speech,
has been accepted for publication
by the "Journal of Speech and
Hearing Disorders."

Ocean Bases Topic For
Geology Discussion
The advanced geology seminar
will hold a debate on the permanence of ocean bases, May 10 from
10 to 12 noon in 2 Elementary
Bldg.
According to Dr. John R. Coash,
professor of geology, the class dehate will be open to anyone interested.
Dr. Consh stated that there are
two views to the question: < 1) the
English version which believes that
the ocean bnse has always been as
it is now; and (2) the American
view, that the ocean bases have
moved around.
After the debate an open discussion will be held and questions
will be answered.
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critique by the Associated Collegiate Press, which is a rating service
to which The News subscribes. The
News is a member of this group
whose seal frequently appears in
the masthead.
Receiving top commendation in
three categories, printing, typography, and editorial page features, The News competed with
college
newspapers
throughout
the United States regardless of the
enrollment, which print two or
three times a week. The rating
covers the period of the first semester, 1954-55.

Official
Announcements
Student, doilring oncampui accomraodations for the summer .et.lon. may
sign up In the Office of the Dean of
Student., May 9 to May 13.
•
a
a
fun* graduate commencement announcement. are scheduled for distilbutlon beginning May 9 and continuing
tor one weak only. Dl.lribullon hours
are from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. dally In
Ih* north .Ida of the Well.

STUTSMAN O.B.T.A.

VICE PRESIDENT

Dr. Galen Stutaman, chairman
of the business education department, was elected vice-president
of the Ohio Business Teacher's
Association at its convention in
Cleveland recently.

crowded conditions, the absence
of
no
^
parking
signs.
I^a" and the mud
surrounding his
GUTHMAN
car.
The case was dismissed, without a fine, after the Student Court
looked at the pictures.
Students, faculty, and alumni
■>f George Washington Univer.-ity
staged a Colonial Cruise last week
end. They sailed down the Potomac
to a park. They had a softhall
tournament, volley ball tournament, a series of relay races, ami
a variety show. In the evening
there was dancing in an outdoor
pavilion and dance contests.
Lady, youII have lo pay full far*
for that boy. Ho mutt bo ovor 12."
How can ho bo ovor 12 when 1'vo
boon married only 10 yoara?"
"LUton Lady. I collect faro*—not
confoHlono." Marietta Colloae Marcollan.
A class at I'ittsburg State College is planning a journey of
0,300 miles this summer. They will
travel through 11 states and Canada. The class plans to criuse on
Pugct Sound and swim in the
Great Salt Lake.
Quote from the Ohio Northern
University newspaper, "Trouble is
only opportunity in work clothes."
The Oberlin Review announced
that Adlai E. Stevenson, 1952
Democratic presidential nominee,
will receive an honorary Doctor
of Law degree at commencement
exercises June 13.
"Hoy you guys, cut out thai iwear
inq—I'vo qot a woman In my room."
—Stolon
A sophomore at Kent State was
taken to the hospital recently after
being wounded in the arm. He
was saved from a serious loss of
blood by one of his friends who
applied a tourniquet. In the eouTN
of a wrestling match in the men's
dorm, a friend of the injured man
picked up a paring knife in fun
and accidentally gashed his arm.
(They play rough at Kent).
A coed at the University of
Toledo won first place in the Women's Novice Division of the William Randolph Hearst Open Rifle
Championships. She hit 193 out
of 200.

The Geography Club will take
its annual field trip. May 21 to
the coal loading docks in Toledo
and the Raisin River plant in
Michigan.
According to Prof. Dale
K.
Courtney, adviser of the Geography Club, a University bus will be
used and is open to anyone Interested in going. The only cost will
be $1 for transportation and eating expenses.

CAMPUS BRIDGE
Nancy Peterson, Carol Jones,
Charles Mantel, and Harold Yawberg received certificates at a recent meeting of the All Campus
Bridge Club.
The four were winners in the
campus-wide tournament, directed
by Mrs. Waldo Steidtmann and Dr.
John Coash, advisers to the club.

At present 28 men at Kent
State are enrolled in a clothing
appreciation course. This course
gives credit to meet fine arts requirements.
Abandoned automobiles are being removed from a southern university campus by the university
cops as part of a spring cleanup
campaign. They have towed away
eight wrecks ranging from a 1980
Pontlac t" a 1988 I>e Soto. One
n( the cars belonged to a professor. One night a few years back,
he parked his car in a lot. when
he returned he discovered that
one «f the front wheels was missing. The next day the rest of the
wheels had disappeared, he go*
angry and just left the car there.

ROTC Rifle Team
Sets New Record
"The Army ROTC rifle team
tired 7.201 out of a possible 8,000
points in the National Intercollegiate Rifle Match last week to
break the old Bowling Green State
University rifle team record for
'his match of 7.188 points," stated
('apt. Robert G. Menefee Jr., rifle
team coach. The old record was
set in 1988,
Capt. Menefee snirl that the out.landing score of this match was
the result of a team effort and
I hat no one cadet stood out from
the rest of the group.
The
National
Intercollegiate
Rifle Match is a natien-widc event.
All ROTC units in the country
are eligible to participate. Kach
team fires on its home range. The
targets were sent to Army headquarters
in
Washington
D.C.
where they were processed and
the winning teams are announced.
The members of the rifle team
and their scores are: Ron Arehart,
7881 John L. Cunningham. 717;
Carl Henne, 716; Robert Hubert.
710; Richard Kutschall, 694; Richard Manhurt, 731; Stanley Steed,
727; Gerald Walker, 712; Ralph
Wells. 710; and Willis Woodruff,
719.
For cadets Henne. Hubert, and
team captain Steed this was the
last rifle match of their college
career. They have been members
of the rifle team for four vears.
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One method deals with the
swallowing of air and then burping it up to make the sound of
words. The other method uses an
artificial larynx, a U-shaped instrument attached externally to
the throat at one end and handheld to the mouth at the other,
to form sounds. In this case, the
top of the windpipe is sealed off
and a small hole is made in the
throat for air intake.
The article will he published in
September.

Rain and mud at the University
»f TeXBI has inspired a whole set
of unusual parties. One group had
an "Old Fashioned Mud Puddle
Party," while another dug a pit
in the yard and went wading.

■ CHURCH

Geography Club Visits
Loading Docks, Plant
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GUTHMAN

The summer weather
has arrived with
many hours of
sunning, picnicking,
and swimming
ahead.
See the wide
assortment of
cotton playclothes,
and bathing suits on our shelves.
Only one evening's work of
hand-stitching and decorating . . . and you'll be the
proud creator of the most
precious, comfortable baby
shoes ever designed.

THt T^ann Skop
220 Pike

* Shorta
ir Bermudas
* Blouses
* Skirts
ir Bathing Salts

LADY JANE DRESS SHOP
188 E. Wooeter

Falcon Diamondmen Trounce ]* Colleges Enter Pitching Duel, Slugfests
Bee Gee Relays Highlight IM Softball

Toledo University, 16-10, 8-5
By LES WAGNER
Bowling Green's F a 1 c o n a
stretched their winning streak to
three as they tripped arch-rival
Toledo, twin this week by scores
of 16-10 and 8-5. The Falcons
survived in the comedy of errors.
Ted Johnson had a four-hitter
iroin^ into the ninth before Toledo
picked up four runs on four hits.
The port-ide flinirer chalked up
his third victory of the season.
DOUR Webster pitched excellent
relief bnll for starter Fred Price
in taking the home came.
In the opening game Toledo's
infield collapsed during a five run
fourth inning. With the Rockets
leading 7-3, Willie Minarck led
off the uprising with a base on
halls. Wayne Schake was safe on
an error. Reg Eden sent a roller
to the shortstop who attempted
a play at third which failed to nail
Schake. That opened the floodgates as Fred llansen and Tom
Carroll followed with singles.
Webster and Bill Carlson's rollers
were erred to permit the final
two runs of the inning to score.
Earlier, Kenny and llansen
slashed back to back hits for two
runs in the first. Kenny singled
to left to bring in the third Falcon score in the second inning.
In a stormy first the Rockets
picked up four tallies. They racked
up three more in the third to send
Price to the showers. Basich featured this attack with a 300-foot
home run into right-field.
Coach Stellcre lads split the
contest wide open with a sevenrun eighth inning. Kenny produced
two hits in this outburst as he
went four for six to lead KG.
Minarck, Carlson, and Schake led
this final ouslaught with welltimed bingles.
At Toledo Bowling Green committed nine errors and Toledo had
six to mar the game. Minarck
garnered a double and a single
to assist Webster.
At Toledo Herb Smnlka paced
the attack with two hits, one of
which was a home run. Minarck
and Carroll each had two hits in
the ten-hit victory.
Dick Kenny has 20 hits for
thirty-six at bats for n .(66 batting average to pace the Falcon
belters. Bowling Green entertains
Marshall today and tomorrow in
two MAC contests.
MAC Standing
Western Michigan leads in the
race for the MAC baseball championship with a record of four wins
and no defeats. Bowling Green is
in third place as a result of their
double win over Toledo. The complete Mid-American Conference
standings are as follows:
Trwm
\\ i -I.TI, Ml, !nk..i.
« i".t«TII Keavrv*
Howling OWN >•
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Golf Team Travels
To Wayne, Toledo
Coach Don Cunningham's linksmen boasting a 3-2 record will get
two stiff tests in the next four
days. Today they face the men
from Illinois Tech in a meet on
the Wayne links. On Monday they
will swing into action again as
they match strokes with Michigan
Normal on the Toledo fairways.
In speaking to his team, coach
Cunningham said he had the material for a good season. He says
that a season with 10 wins would
give them a good intercollegiate
record as well as a good MAC record. Because the MAC teams will
not face one another during; the
season, the MAC match to be played May 20 and 21 at Ohio University will decide the final league
standings.

Boating Club Organized
By Students, Whittaker
A group of students are organizing a boating club, under the direction of Robert H. Whittaker,
assistant professor of health and
physical education. The club will
replace the Sailing Club.
Activities of the Boating Club
will include working with outboard
motor boats, rowing, canoeing, and
sailing. The club is open to all
students, including those with no
previous experience in boating.
The club now has access to a
Nipper class sailboat, donated by
Ben Segall, and a Lightning class
sailboat, donated by Mr. Whittaker. Plans for acquiring an outboard motor and boat, rowboat,
and canoe are under consideration.

Fkolo bj Jin. Oot.lon
Dick Kenny. Falcon riant fielder begins a slide Into third base during the
BG-TU game Tuesday. Kenny later scored lo help BO cop a 11-10 rlcioiy.

BG Thinclads Top
Wayne University
By JIM
The Falcon thinclads racked up
eight first places as they smothered Wayne University 80 4 to
•Ifi'n in a postponed meet held
Tuesday. Mnx Chapman starred
for BG as he copped two first
places in his specialties, the hurdles.
Chapman Stare
Chapman set a new track and
vanity record in the 120-yard
high hurdles as he covered the
distance in :15.2 to clip one-tenth
of a second off his old record set
in 1 '.•■'» 1. Chapman's time of :26.6
was good for a first place in the
220-yard low hurdles.
Howling Green showed plenty
of depth in the distance events as
they swept all three places in the
mile event and took second and
third in the two-mile. Hob DcLnRonde came home first in the mile
with a time of 4:35.0, closely followed by John I.uccio and Dan
Duricy. I.uccio finished second and
Duricy third in the two-mile behind Babb of Wayne who had a
time of 10:17.6.
Ken Russell and Fred Koch took
first and second respectively in
the shot put. Russell's winning
heave was 43' lli". Jack Hecker
placed first in the discus with a
throw of 133' ltt". Jay England,
also of BG, copped second place
in the discus event.
BG Sweeps Broad lump
The Falcons took first and second in the broad jump with Herb
Moorehead taking first, followed
by Carlos Jackson. Moorehead's
winning leap was 21' 10". BG
completely dominated the field
events as Hill Bradshaw took a
Hist in the pole vault with a leap
of II" 6" and a second place in
the high jump, l.arry Kent placed
third in the high jump as Smith
of Wayne took first in the event
with leap of 6 feet.
Dan Springer claimed another
first for the Falcons as he won the
100-yard dash in a time of :10.2.
Jackson finished second and Catalina of Wayne third. Additional
points were added as Ted Thomas
finished second in the 440; Jack

DAVIS
Mortland, second in the 880; Walter Kieth. third in the 880; and
Floyd Lennox, second in the 220
and third in the broad jump.
Wayne Takes Relays
Wayne dominated the relay
events as the 880 and mile-relay
teams turned in exceptional times
to nose out the Falcons. The 880yard relay team circled the track
in 1:31.5 and the mile relay team
brought home the baton in 3:25.7.
Summary of events:
sso ><i. ratal i Wars* <« ataiina,

Mile: Wen by ItrLaReml* inilli t.
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—
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Fraternity Softball action Monday night featured a pitcher's duel
Delta Theta and Tom Dakich of
Delta Upsilon, with Phi Delt
emerging with a 4-2 victory.
Dave Eaton of Delta Tau Delta
fashioned a one-hitter as the Delta
smashed Phi Kappa Psi 11-2. The
Delta blasted a 12 hit barrage, led
by Danny Springer's homer.
Dwight Case went the route for
Phi Psi, and was charged with the
loss.
Theta Chi Tope In Sluatesl
In a slugfest, Theta Chi downed
Sigma Elpha Epsilon 16-10. SAE
hurleis Joe Stanziale and Jim
Workins gave up 10 hits, and their
SAE teammates could touch Theta
Chi moundsman Dale Wingate for

only eight safeties.
Kappa Sigma exployed for nine
runs in the third inning to subdue Zeta Beta Tau 20-4. Bill
Downing was on the hill all the
way for the Kappa Sigs, and added a home run to his own cause.
Sam Epstien was the ZBT hurler.
ATO Decisions Phi Tau
Alpha Tau Omega battled to a
0-5 decision over Phi Kappa Tau,
aided by the fine pitching of Chuck
Abramson. Lowell Rager went
the route for Phi Tau.
Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Phi
Epsilon fought to a 7-7 tie, with
Bill Cooper of 1'iKA and Fran
McLean of Sig Ep each blasting
a homer. Skip Paridon and Gene
Cooper handled the pitching; chores
for their respective teams.

BIG CLOSEOUT SALE
Storting SATURDAY, MAY 7
ENTIRE STOCK of
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The fifth annual running of the
Bee Gee Relays Saturday night
in the stadium will feature some
of the top teams in the Mid-west,
according to track coach Dave
Matthews.
Seven college class A teams and
seven college class B have entered
the relays along with several
Wood County high schools and
eight fraternities.
13 Events Scheduled
A total of 33 events are on the
program including a s p e c i a I
running at 7:30 of the 440 yard
relay and at 6:50 of the 880 yard
relay for fraternities. Eight local
fraternities, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi
Kappa Tau, Sigma Chi, Kappa
Sigma, Sigma Nu, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Delta Theta, and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon are entered.
College relay events scheduled
are: 440, 880, mile, two mile,
sprint medley, shuttle hurdle,
discus, shot put, high jump, broad
jump, ami pole vault. High school
events will be the 440, 880, and
mile relays.
Class A colleges entered are:
Wayne, Kent State, Baldwin-Wallace, Central Michigan, Western
Reserve, University of Detroit,
and Bowling Green.
Class B. college entries include:
Ohio Wesleyan, Oberlin, Central
State, Heidelberg, Mount Union,
Denison, and Capital U.
Moorehead Top Performer
Herb Moorehead, who took
fourth in tho Drake Relays, will
be Bowling Green's top performer.
However, Matthews is entering
several others in the relays. Jerry
Noss, Floyd Lennox, Dan Springer,
and Charles Jackson will team up
for the 440 and 880. Waldon
Keith, Jack Mortland, Ted Thomas,
and Springer will be in the mile relay. Running in the two mile will
be Bob DeLaRonde, John Luccio,
Keith, and Mortland. The sprint
medlay will see Noss, Lennox,
Jackson, and DeLaRonde running.
Max Chapman, Jim Tucker, Bill
Gibson, Bill Rest, Jackson, and
Larry Kent will make up the shuttle hurdle team.
In field events the Falcons will
not compete in the pole vault, but
Jay England, Jim Hecker, and
Fred Koch will be entered in the
discus; Ken Russell, Doug MacLcnnan, and Koch in the shot-put;
Jackson, Lennox, Tucker, and
Moorehead in the broad-jump and
Mortland, Bill Bradshaw, Kent
and Kirt Itockel in the high jump.
Decathlon Champ Entered
Besides the individual entries
from Howling Green, other entries include, Central Michigan's
Jim I'odeley, who recently won
the decathlon championship at the
Kansas Relays, Abe Butler of
Baldwin-Wallace who tied the national indoor record in the 00
yard dash, George Riley also of
H-W, a sprinter, and Tom Mayville
of Central Michigan, a pole vaulter.
The relays are scheduled to get
under way at 8:30 p.m. in the
stadium, and no admission charge
will be asked of college students.
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50 Year-Old Rivalry

Serenade, Softball, Water Fight
On Whitefoot-Blackfoot Agenda
Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau Omega
will open their annual WhitefootBlackfoot Week at 10 p.m. Sunday
with an All-campus serenade, according to Lynn Babcock and Herb
Luyk. co-chairmen of the event.
All women's dorms and all sorority houses will be serenaded by
both groups starting at Kohl Hall
and ending up at the Delta Zeta
House.
Other events of the week include the pinning of "feet" on
campus, an exchange dinner of
the two fraternities, a water fight
between the two groups, and a
softball game which will conclude
the week. The winner of the game
will receive the rotating trophy,
which Sigma Nu now holds.
Whitefoot-Blackfoot Week has

UFC Takes Holiday
To Work For Citizens
Doing odd Jobs around town tomorrow is a project designed by
United Christian Fellowship to
aid both townspeople and the organization.
The members intend to help city
residents wash windows, paint,
take down storm windows and put
up screens, mow lawns, carry outside the summer lawn furniture,
and similar chores on the UCF
Work Holiday.
Any proceeds will be applied
toward UCF projects. Any students who wish to help, according
to the Rev. Paul J. Bock, UCF director, are urged to sign up at the
Wesley Bldg., and will be treated
to a supper in the evening.

French Poems Featured
In Joint Recital
The settings given two poems by
two contemporary French composers will be featured at the joint
recital to be given by Mrs. Carol
Spaulding Shadrake, soprano, and
Mrs. Alice Williamson, clarinetist
8:15 p.m. Sunday, May 8 in the
PA auditorium. Claude DeBussy
and Gabriel Faure are the men
who each composed a setting of
"Green" and "11 Pleure Dans mon
Coeur," which Mrs. Spaulding will
sing.
Accompanied by Lenorc Mikola,
Mrs. Shadrake will open the first
part with a cantata by Alessandro
Scarlatti. Mrs. Johnnie Weger will
accompany with a flute ohbligato.
Mrs. Williamson, accompanied
by Barbara Bunko, will play two
movements of Brahms' concerto
in the second part, which consists
of the four poem settings. Mrs.
Williamson will return to perform
the flrst movement of Paul Hindemith's clarinet concerto.

been an annual affair at all colleges where the two groups have
chapters. It was started in the late
1800"s. At one time the two fraternities were one, but in 1869
part of the fraternity broke away
and created the other organization. Sigma Nu is the Whltefeet,
and Alpha Tau Omega is the
Blackfeet.

Theta Chi To Hold
'Parents' Week End,'
Presents Honors
Theta Chi fraternity's "Parents'
Week End," will be held May 6-8
and will bring over 120 parents
from Ohio and other states to the
campus for a program covered by
a $2,000 budget, according to Don
Warno, publicity chairman.
Highlight of the week end will
be the presentation of the Theta
Chi Dream Girl and Dream Mother, picked by Garry Moore, television personality, and Fran
Striker, originator of the Lone
Hanger Series.
Guests will include Dean and
Mrs. Ralph G. Harshman, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse J. Currier, and Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Hepler. Spencer
Shank, national vice-president of
the fraternity, will be guest speaker.
Honors and awards will be presented to outstanding men in the
chapter by Andrew Esposito. On
Saturday evening the Dream Girl
and Dream Mother will be presented in a closed dance at the
Moose Lodge in Fremont.
Mothers of the chapter members
will be lodged in the Delta Gamma
sorority house, and will be serenaded there Saturday after the
dance. Fathers will stay at the
fraternity house.

I Pins to Pans I
Pinned: Helen Robinson, Ivy
Hall, to Bob Darling, MIS; Nancy
Curtis, Shatzel Hall, to Al Shepp,
Phi Delta Theta; Stuart Howes,
Pi Kappa Alpha, to Marcia Crooks,
Kohl Hall; Barbara Ritter to Mac
Hlakemore, Alpha Sigma Phi.
Kngaged: Joan Wilson. Delta.
Zeta, to Joe Edman, U.S. Marine
Corps; Eleanor Beck, Williams
Hall to Don Preston, Phi Delta
Theta alum; Virginia linker,
Kohl Mall to Al Rowe, U.S. Army.
GUTHRIE TO ATTEND MEETING

Dr. Mearl R. Guthrle Jr., assistant professor of business education, will attend the meeting of
the Special Planning Committee
of the United Business Education
Association in Chicago today and
tomorrow.
-LAST TIME FRIDAY—,
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Faculty Panel Views
Contributions Of Art
To Modern-day Living
Five departments were represented in an art panel discussion,
"What Has Modern Art Contributed to Contemporary Life," held in
the Fine Arts Gallery May 4.
Faculty representatives from
the departments were John V.
Falconieri, foreign language; Virginia Platt, history; Hollingsworth
Tuttle, philosophy; Paul I.eedy,
library; and Howard Brogan,
English. Prof. Brogan substituted
for Richard Carpenter, assistant
professor of English, who was ill.
The discussion, sponsored by the
art department, was held to "get
the personal point of view from
other fields," according to Otto
Ocvirk, instructor in art. Open
to students, faculty, and administration, the discussion will give
them "a better understanding of
the relation of art to other studies."
John Carey, assistant professor
of art, acted as moderator on the
panel. Earlier in the year, the art
department sponsored an art panel
discussion held with the drama department.

Steele's Poem Printed
Among the poems included in
the National Poetry Anthology,
published by the National Poetry
Association, Los Angeles, is one by
H. Glendon Steele, assistant professor of English at Bowling Green
State University. Title of the poem
is "Memorandum: To Death."
Poems by Mr. Steele have also
appeared in two previous anthologies published by the National
Poetry Association.
OPhIA TO GRADE PAPERS
Members of Omega Phi Alpha
sold 200 boxes of Girl Scout cookies during their recent cookie sale
on campus.
The next project to be undertaken by the service group will be
to grade papers of the 1,200 high
school students taking State tests
on Scholarship Day, Saturday.

Newman Club Honors

Six Faculty Members
Attend Conference

ArOlind CampilS | Seniors At Breakfast
FRIDAY
Canterbury Club, Prout Chapel,
7-8 a.m.
Jewish Congregation, Prout
Chapel, 7-9 p.m.
One Act Plays, Gate Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
Baseball, Marshall vs. BG, Row,
3 p.m.
SATURDAY
Kappa Sigma Chariot Race,
Field behind Fine Arts Bldg., 1-3
p.m.
BG Relays, Football Field, 6
p.m.
All Campus Movie, "The Lost
Weekend," Main Aud., 7 and 9
p.m.
SUNDAY

UCF, Supper at UCF House 5
p.m. Meeting, Studio B, P.A.
Bldg., 6-7:30 p.m.
Lutheran Students Association,
St. Marks Church, 6 p.m.
MONDAY
Splashers, Natatorium, 6 :.'I07:30 p.m.
Philosophy Study Club, 103,
Administration Bldg., 4 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega, Chapter
Lounge, 7-8:30 p.m.
Swan Club, Natatorium. 7-9
p.m.
Gamma Delta, Prout Chapel, 78:30 p.m.

APhiO Pledges Build
Racks For Bookstore
Pledge class project for the 13
men recently initiated into the Dr.
Gilbert Cooke pledge class of Alpha Phi Omega, national service
fraternity, is building book racks
for the APhiO bookstore.
Officers of the pledge .la— are
Armin Dreisslger, president; Paul
Levy, vice-president; Richard
Steinberg, secretary; Pete Herman, treasurer; Richard Dassel.
sergeant-at-arms; and Paul Rappaport, historian. Other members include Donald Adkins, Eugene
France, John Lepp, Leland Lev,
Sheldon Sandugor, Richard Smith,
Henry Sobor, and Lester Wagner.

CAMPUS "STAND-OUTS"

This year's graduating seniors
will be honored at the final Newman Club Communion breakfast,
May 8, at Newman Hall following
the 9 o'clock Mass. Guest speaker
will be Father Hanley, O. P., professor of religion at Notre Dame
University.
John Luccio, last year's president of Newman Club, heads the
list of seniors which includes
Mary Jeanne Connelly, Gertrude
Gallas, Mary Anne Dalton, Douglas Webster, Lynn Paulhus, Patricia Borchard, Tim Certeza, Jack
DeWan, Pat Vietmeier, Glenn
Newlon, Eleanor Fuest, and approximately 60 other seniors.
Because this will be the final
Communion breakfast for the
year, Father Olliver has asked
that all members of the club invite
their parents. The following members have helped with the monthly
breakfasts: Gertrude Gallas,
Carolyn Minnery, Sue Openlander,
Cella Lalonde, Mary Jeanne Connelly, and Barbara Gould.

Two Senior Women
Given Dietetic Posts
Two senior women in the College of Liberal Arts have received
dietetic internship appointments
from Cleveland hospitals.
Carol Kutzli will go to St. Luke's
Hospital.
Maryjane Koenig will intern at
University Hospital at Western
Reserve Medical School, where she
will also take graduate work toward a master's degree.
Both are dietetics majors, and
will begin their internships in
September.
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Six University education faculty
members will attend the Seventh
Annual Reading Conference today and tomorrow at Western Reserve University.
Members attending are Eugene
Schmiedl, instructor in education;
Katie Lou Hanson, assistant professor of education; Dr. Martha
Gesling, professor of education;
and Mrs. Benson Collett, Mrs.
Margaret Feamside, and David K.
Dawson, graduate assistants.
The main speaker will be Mary
Hill Arbuthnot, author and associate professor pro tem at Western Reserve University. Her topic
will be "Guidance to Literature."

GO FORMAL
Special Prices for Students

• White
and Powder Bine
Dinner
Jackets
• Tony
Maitin
Tuxedo
• Complete
access
ories

RUSSELL'S
Formal Renting Service and
Dress Suit Rental
406-7 Broadway
Near Union Station
FU 666 . .. Open evenings
until 9:80

BMOC

